JUNE 2020

Newsletter

of Cootamundra Antique Motor Club
DOUG WRIGHT
1944 - 2020
Member Doug Wright passed away at Harden on 12th May
Doug joined the Cootamundra Antique Motor Club in 2007 and became an enthusiastic member.
He often put his hand up to say “I will be there, how can I help”
We will miss his friendship and contribution to our Club .

R.I.P

COOTAMUNDRA ANTIQUE MOTOR CLUB
P.O. Box 27 Cootamundra NSW 2590
Email: camccootamundra@gmail.com
Website: www.cootamundraantiquemotorclub.org
Past 5 years of newsletters are available on Website for downloading.

Dedicated to the Restoration and Preservation of Heritage Vehicles.
Club Colours: Green & Gold
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OFFICE BEARERS - 2020
FOUNDER OF THE CLUB:
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Events Co-ordinator
Plates Registrar
Club Captain
Librarian
Keeper of Club Album
Editor
Photographer
Membership Officer
Public Officer
Swap Meet Co-ordinator
Web Master
Registration Inspectors

Malcolm Chaplin
Ken Harrison
John Collins
Hugh McMinn
Gwen Livingstone
Alan Thompson
John Rickett
John Collins
Gwen Livingstone
Joan Collins
Barry Gavin
John Collins
Joan Collins
Lynn Gavin
John Milnes
Malcolm Chaplin
Alan Thompson
Mark (Zeke) Loiterton
Graeme Ducksbury
Alan Thompson
Movement Book
PHONE in to record in the Movement Book.
Clearly state who, what run and what car!

MICHAEL LIVINGSTONE

6942 4406
0409 985 890
6942 2309
0408 603364
colljj@hotmail.com
6942 1496
0428 421 496
hugh@armsid.com
6942 7495
0409 835 515
modela@bigpond.com
6942 1039
0428 421039
amthom1@bigpond.com
6942 1181
0400 128016
6942 1113
6942 1496
0428 421496
6942 1039
0428 421039
colljj@hotmail.com
6942 1496
0428 421496
6942 1282
0488 421976
6942 1496
0428 421496
6942 1496
0428 421496
Lynng1961@yahoo.com.au
6942 1282
0488 421 282
jmilnes@live.com.au
6942 4140
0432 485 183
6942 4406
Ray Douglas
0474 326 106
6942 1181
Graeme Snape
6942 1940
6942 1836
Ken Harrison
6942 2309
6386 5341
Keith Keating
0429 135 418
6942 1181
or Ken McKay
6386 3526
Or . . LOG BOOK must be carried in your vehicle and the
date recorded prior to setting out.

CLUB MERCHANDISE FOR SALE - Contact Paul Andreatta
Windscreen Banners $10.00
CAMC Coffee Mugs $6.00 each or Two for $10
Windscreen/Bumper Stickers - Free

JUNE BIRTHDAYS
1ST Michael Bickford
16th John Mackie Snr
17th Geoff Boyd
21st Darryl Philpott

COOTA HOOTA BY
EMAIL
Receive the Coota Hoota
electronically earlier than receiving a
hard copy by mail.
Advise the Editor of your email
address.

Metal Bumper Badge $40
Lapel Badge $5

JUNE ANNIVERSARIES
th

26 Ken McKay
26th Mark Loiterton
30th Ann Jennings

DEADLINE FOR
SUBMISSIONS
Submissions to the HOOTA are
required by the 15th of the
month to make it into the next
newsletter.

PRINTED BY ATLAS PRINTING WORKS -
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ADVERTISE
In
Coota Hoota
FOR SALES and WANTEDS

COOTAMUNDRA

PRESIDENT’S RAMBLE
It is on a sad note that I open this report, following the sad passing of Doug Wright, Tuesday 12th May, at
the Murrumburrah-Harden District Hospital. Doug lived in Harden. He joined our club in 2007 with a
1982 Ford Fairlane V8.
A solid and reliable club member, Doug was a regular at monthly meetings and activities. He was always
there to put his hand up to help with any club events. We will miss Doug, and his Fairlane. On behalf of
the club, I pass on our condolences to his family.
As you are all well aware, club activities have been severely curtailed, so there is little to report on. Some
of the other activities for the Chaplins however, has been painting our house and rearranging the garden,
not quite as exciting !
Last month’s meeting was once again conducted via Zoom, and although a general invite for anyone to
join this, was posted in our magazine, just the Club Executive, plus Gwen Livingstone and Alan
Thompson took part.
Subsequent to our meeting, Hugh McMinn put forward a good idea as a substitute for the Frank Debritt
run this month, which we had to cancel.
His suggestion was to run a Drive- Through of our cars , at the Coota Retirement Village.
After further discussion, we thought we could park each car for a moment or two, then using the club’s PA
system, talk a little about the cars for the residents, who would remain indoors with the windows open.
The Village Activities Coordinator thought this would be a great idea and that the residents would really
enjoy it.
However the Police strongly advised against this, saying it was not an essential movement.
By the time this Hoota goes to press, restrictions will have eased somewhat, and I will have had a second
attempt re this plan, with hopefully better results.
There is still a chance that we will be able to hold a mid winter BBQ of some sort, but we will have to see
how the easing of restrictions develops.
I am still hopeful that the Lake Goldsmith Steam Festival will take place on the first weekend in
November. Would members be interested in a weekend away to visit this festival ? A group of our club
attended last year and can highly recommend it. Let me know of your interest .
Yours with Grace, Space and Pace
Mal.
P.S
Another bereavement has come to our notice. Eddie Sams passed away in the last month. A leading hand
in Temora Antique Motor Club, Eddie helped members of Cootamundra Club with restorations,
particularly of FJ Holdens and Leyland P76s. He will be remembered for establishing the Ambulance
Museum in Temora Rural Museum. He is a great loss to the Heritage Vehicle movement. Our
condolences are offered to his sister, Leone.
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The Rambling continues: . . . A BAMBOOZLING BEDAZLEMENT
Because I don’t have access to the mathematical symbol for Pi, I am spelling it - Pi.
Recently a club member asked me to describe torque, horsepower and the affects these had in the
performance of a vehicle.
The formula used for calculating horse power in a car engine is as follows:
2x Pi x N x T
——————
33,000
Pi is a constant at 3.142. So 2x Pi = 6.284
N is the standard letter indicating revs per minute.
T is the standard letter indicating torque
So, straight away you can see we must have torque and RPM in order to get horse power. If you substitute
either N or T with zero, then the whole equation equals zero.
This formula was originally arrived at by Scottish engineer, James Watt, of steam engine fame, with
another English engineer, Matthew Bolton, in approx 1780. They were asked if they could produce an
engine capable of performing the work of a large work horse. The first job was to find out how much work
the horse could do.
They discovered that by hitching the large work horse to a water wheel, the horse could over a period of
one minute, lift 33,000 lbs. ( or 3,300 gallons )of water up through a distance of one foot. Obviously they
don’t make horses like they used to !
Torque is a turning or twisting force. It is generated in the crank shaft by the pistons and con rods pushing
on its offset big end bearings.
Now, say our engine produces 100 foot lbs of torque, that torque goes through the gear box and
differential. and subject to ratios, can be multiplied about 10 times in first gear. This means that we have
about 1,000 foot lbs on the rear axle shaft.
If we assume the diameter of the wheels to be about 2 ft , which is an average size, then there is 1 ft
between the centre of the axle shaft and the road surface. So we have 1,000 lbs of force to accelerate our
car. More torque = more pulling power.
Horse power is ‘ work done’. Moving the weight of the car along at a given rate requires a given amount
of horse power. The faster you want that rate to be, the more horse power is required. So we can’t increase
the torque, in fact in a car engine, torque often drops off as revs increase. We can increase our RPM, which
according to the formula, causes the horsepower to increase the car’s speed.
Try playing around with the horse power equation. Choose an N and a T figure, then double or halve them,
and see what happens.
Here’s some examples:
2x 3.142 x 200 x 2,000
——————————— = 76 HP. This would pull hard.
33,000
2x 3.142 x 100 x 4,000
——————————— = 76 HP. This would be a good all rounder
33,000
2x 3.142 x 50 x 8,000
——————————- = 76 HP. This is high revving performance
33,000
Now of course we measure power in Kilowatts.
1HP = approximately 0.75 KW
The word ‘watt’ goes back to James Watt.
I hope this has confused you. I am a mechanic , not a teacher. !
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MINUTES of Monthly MEETING Monday 4 MAY, 2020
Owing to Corona Virus pandemic this
Meeting was convened by C.A.M.C.’s
Executive, isolated on our home
computers.
John Milnes hooked us up into
“ZOOM” technology.
Meeting opened at 8.00 P.M. by Malcolm
Chaplin.
PRESENT on computers: Malcolm and
Lin Chaplin, John and Joan Collins,
Gwen Livingstone, Hugh McMinn, Paul
and Janet Ballard, John Milnes, and on
phone, Alan Thompson.
APOLOGY: Ken Harrison

PLATES REGISTRAR’S REPORT:

In the past
month Alan and Mal have checked two motorbikes for
roadworthy tests.
Alan will let those members who use the TAFE
Workshop know when the Workshop is available again.
-- could be by mid-May. And

Contact Alan when the registration papers
for your club car arrive - to arrange the
Inspection.
Events Co-ordinator’s Report: Gwen said we
have to wait to consider further Events.
CLUB CAPTAIN’S REPORT: At the end of April
Doug Wright is in Harden Hospital.

WEBMASTER’S REPORT:
If members send news or photos to John Milnes he will endeavour to put them on our club’s
Website.

Secretary announced April’s
INWARDS
CORRESPONDENCE :
1. Newsletters from other clubs . Ask the
Secretary and he will give you some! He has piles
of them.

GENERAL BUSINESS
Malcolm reported he would have liked the club to
have a “Shortest Day Run” in June . . but . . .
When we can return to Club Events we’ll have a
“Celebratory BBQ” or “Reunion Picnic Run” .

2. “THE DINKUM OIL ” – Newsletter - from Bush
Council : (Pertinent information will be passed on.)

Joan Collins reminded members that it’s usually at
this time of the year that we apply for Public
Liability Insurance for our club’s Fathers Day
Swap Meet. We will leave it for the last minute
this year?

3. Letter from Annie Taylor, president of Wagga
Wagga V&V Motor Club advising cancellation of
annual JUNE RALLY.
th

4. Invitation to the 44 annual CHEVROLET
FESTIVAL to be held 23 – 26 October at
Yarrawonga Holiday Park .

Paul Ballard asked Hugh McMinn to explain the
photo in the May Coota Hoota - of the crashed
Triumph 2500?
Hugh said - the day of the crash - he was
wearing his Scottish Marching Band regalia.
He overturned the car and ended up hanging
upside down by the seatbelt.

OUTWARDS CORRESPONDENCE:

1. A letter to Miriam Bradly wishing her all
the best settling into her home at
Queanbeyan and telling her we were
grateful for the interesting articles that
Penn contributed to our newsletter.
2. Letters accepting new members:
Barry Heatley
Howard Halls
Richard Hart
Dennis and Amanda James.

Malcolm said it was time to close the Meeting.
For the June Meeting - We will meet again on
Computers - “ZOOM” technology.
Any member can join in, on a computer, like Paul
and Janet did this Meeting.
Next ZOOM Meeting will -- Monday 1st June 8
p.m. -- Contact the Webmaster - John Milnes -- before
the Meeting and he might be able to guide you, too, on
how you can hook up.

TREASURER’S
REPORT: Hugh circulated a
description of the Income, the Expenditure, and our
club’s Bank Balance up to this Meeting. Joining fees
have been banked in April, with now no Club Events
possible in 2020, the four new members will be paid up
to November 2021. (not 2020)
We discussed how we could negotiate the fees we have
already paid for the hire of the TAFE Workshop to
extend into another term.
EDITOR’S REPORT: Joan said “The Coota Hoota
will continue monthly providing essential information on
club matters. ”

We closed our computers

at 8.30 p.m.

STOP PRESS : -- By 20 May
COVID19 Restrictions have now been eased to
gatherings of 10 people. We might hold the JUNE
MEETING in Malcolm’s Shed, observing the
required Social Distancing.. 7.30 p.m. Monday 1st
June. Check with Mal if you’d like to attend.
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WEBMASTER’S REPORT
CAMC now has an email group that members and friends can join, the “Group” is a way for people to
share relevant information about their interest in older vehicles. It is not limited to club members, this
would be difficult as I don’t have a list of all members emails, however, emails will be monitored and
deleted if not deemed suitable for this group.
The group email address is:
CAMC@groups.io
To join the group send an email to - CAMC +subscribe@groups.io No subject or content is
required.
The following is a few email addresses to help you join and manage your membership. no subject or
content is needed.


CAMC +subscribe@groups.io – To join this group –
CAMC +unsubscribe@groups.io – To unsubscribe from this group
CAMC +help@groups.io – To receive an email containing a list of all the
command options

Separated by Isolation, Joined by Technology.
John Milnes

FOR SALE: 1955 FORD MAINLINE 272 Y-block, Full rego, Original look, $18,000.
Phone Peter Rickett : 0427 931 818

FOR SALE: 1991 VN HOLDEN Commodore Executive, V6 , 3.8, injection, Auto. : John Hambrook 0458 600 730

FOR SALE: 1964 TRIUMPH Spitfire - ready for registration.
Brian Manwaring - 0448 611 654

WANTED: a set of Mag Wheels 14” x 7” to suit Valiant or Ford. Russell Cope – Young 6382 1520
FOR SALE: 1985 NISSAN DUAL CAB 720 petrol utility. 135,000 km, registered until March 2020.
Good tyres, good general condition, garaged at Gundagai .
$2000 ono.
FOR SALE:
4 - 7 x 14 alloy wheels, FORD stud pattern, fitted with Firestone "Firehawk" Z100
225/65R14 96H tyres at 60%.
Asking $600.00
> Phone Terry on m. 0418211332.
WANTED: Roadworthy tyres 4.40, 4.50 or 4.75 x 19”.Also any 19” wire wheels suitable for MG TC.
Please Phone Graeme (02) 6942 1940.
FOR SALE: CASE 1370 Tractor. 8 tonne, suitable for Tractor Pulls . $2000
Phone Paul at Springfield Road, FINLAY - 0459 755 851 (C/- Keith Smith : 6942 6723)
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Graham Snape’s MGTC Restoration Update
Graeme Snape could hardly wait to start on his new MGTC project but he had to finish his replica ALFA 1930
2 seater first.
Once the Alfa was finished . . . . Graeme got the MGTC up on the hoist and motor pulled out. It has a later MGTF
1500cc motor with a TC head that would give it more compression, about 9:1
So now Graeme has sourced a 1500 head. The cost - a bottle of wine. Now that’s a bargain.
The bore of the motor was in good nick so Graeme only needed to hone it out by 30 thou’.
The crankshaft has been ground so it may not be too long before the motor is reassembled and back in the car
The motor also had twin inch and a half SU carbys sitting above extractors so, originally, coupled up with 1250 high
compression head, Graeme thought that this car was used for club racing or possibly hill climbs.
The Photo below of Graham is one of him showing the reporter the difference between the twin throat Weber
carburettors from Dellortos.
Graham is going to leave the TC that green, which is not the original green. But as it is in good condition and close
enough to the original green.
Coota Hoota Reporter : Toranaman
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The Schlumph Collection

as seen by Ken Trethewey

This month I thought I would give some impressions of some of the more unusual vehicles in the collection, based
primarily on aesthetics. The look of a car is often the starting point for a like or dislike for that brand or model. I am a
prime example of this, having sat in and admired an E Type Jag in 1963 and subsequently being a lifelong lover of
early Jaguars.
The Schlumph collection has some rather unusual vehicles when it comes to aesthetics, most being quite rare models.
I will start with one of the rarest and most expensive of all time, the 1930 Bugatti Type 41 “Royale” Coupe-de-Ville.
Technically these were superb cars, at over 6 metres long, 2900kg in weight, 12.7 litre engines developing 300HP and
capable of 200 KPH.
The car is beautifully built with superb coachwork and finishes, as you would expect of the car made for Ettore
Bugatti himself. But, having acknowledged its good points this particular car is an enormous and rather
disproportionate and ugly vehicle. The interior is fashioned after Louis 15th's Palace of Versailles and reminds one of
a 19th century Parisian bordello (at least what they are portrayed as on TV!). Half of the car is bonnet and is
proportioned well but then the drivers open cockpit and the passengers single seat ‘dog box', create a complete assault
to the senses. Only six of these chassis were built with a seventh being completed by the Schlumphs from original
parts to an original design that was never completed.
Two others are in the Schlumph museum and both have much better lines than this one.
Next are two one-off cars designed by a French locomotive designer Paul Arzens. The first was built in 1938 based on
the chassis and running gear of an old Buick. The car was christened "La Baleine" (the whale) and with its integrated
headlights, panoramic curved windscreen (of "plexiglas") and proto-ponton format styling, the design anticipated
sports cars of the 1950s and 1960s. It is certainly eye catching at about 7 metres in length (longer than the Bugatti) and
looking like a bird of prey about to attack from the front. The car has a 3.5 litre V8 capable of 160kph. Arzens made a
second of these with electric motor and batteries which could travel up to 200 kms at 40kph.
Arzens second car was totally the opposite as a result of petrol restriction in 1942 and was known as "L'Oeuf" (the
egg). It is quite cute, having a 125cc engine capable of carrying two people 100 kms at 60kph.
Another interesting design is the 1936 Mercedes Benz 170H Convertible Coach. This is oddly reminiscent of the VW
Beetle. This design was submitted to Mercedes by a young designer, Ferdinand Porsche in 1929, but was rejected. In
fact Bela Berinyi is credited with the original design for this car in 1925, by Mercedes-Benz on their website,
including his original technical drawing, four years before Porsche claimed to have done his initial
version. Nevertheless, in 1933 Adolf Hitler challenged all German motor manufacturers to produce a car for the
people, or “KdF Wagon”. Mercedes resurrected the plans for the 170H (H standing for ‘Heck’ or rear engine
placement) and started manufacturing prototypes in secret. [Begrudgingly]
However, they soon replaced the 170H with the more conventional 170V (“Vorn” or front) which was launched in
1936.
Production of essentially the same car commenced in 1938 as the Volkswagen and continued until 2003 with over
21,000,000 beetles produced.

Based on the same rear engined concept is the 1948 TATRA Type 87 Limousine. This car was made in
Czechoslovakia and uses an air cooled 3 litre V8 overhanging the rear axle, capable of 160kph. The TATRA 87 has
unique bodywork. Its streamlined shape was designed by Hans Ledwinka and Erich Ubelacker and was based on the
TATRA 77, the first car designed with aerodynamics in mind. The body design was based on proposals submitted by
Paul Jaray who designed the famous German Graf Zeppelin Dirigibles. A fin in the sloping rear of the Tatra helps to
divide the air pressure on both sides of the car, a technique used in later aircraft. The TATRA 87 had a drag coefficient
of 0.36 as tested in the VW tunnel in 1979. A reading of 0.24 for a 1:5 model was tested in 1941. Ferdinand
Porsche was heavily influenced by the Tatra 77 and 87 and the flat-four-cylinder engine in his design of the VW
Beetle. Porsche was subsequently sued by Tatra.
It is a surprisingly alluring vehicle, even with its strange front and rear, when seen in the flesh.

Finally, I will mention one of the more aesthetically pleasing (to me) cars in the Shlumph collection.
The 1936 ALFA ROMEO Coach Type 8C 2.9A. This car derived from the Vittorio Jano designed eight cylinder 2.3
litre Grand Prix cars of 1931 to 1934. This is the final derivative having the 2.9 litre straight eight engine and running
gear of a P3 Grand Prix car raced by Scuderia Ferrari, the official Alfa Romeo racing team. This particular car won the
Mille Miglia in 1936, driven by Bravo, and in 1937, driven by Pintacuda.
It was rebodied as a cabriolet by Pinninfarina in 1947 and the ‘coupe’ top was added by a Swiss owner some time
later. It is a truly arresting car from any angle.
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The 1930 Bugatti Type 41 “Royale” Coupe-de-Ville

Passenger cabin like a luxury dog box tacked on the back.

1936 Mercedes Benz 170H Convertible Coach
1948 Tatra Type 87 Limousine.
(An experimental Volkswagen prototype i.e. earliest form of. And begrudgingly built by Mercedes – below their dignity)

1938 Arzens "La Baleine” bird of prey like front view.

"La Baleine” exaggerated length

1942 - L’Ouef. - Now in the SHLUMPH Collection.

1936 Alfa Romeo Coach Type 8C 2.9A.
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On the previous page is a photo of a 1948 TATRA taken in the Shlumph Automobile Collection in France
by Ken Trethewey. Which reminds me . . . . .. . .
There is a Museum in Oberon : of TATRA cars.
Oberon offers other Museums: a fantastic Military Museum, - and a private museum featuring tractors and
other memorabilia. Consider the Saturday Market – and Railway Station Museum –
Oberon is attracting car clubs from the Sydney area.
Oberon is on our club’s Bucket List.
Found this photo on FACEBOOK :
Well, Alan Thompson was around Cootamundra in the 1960s so he was asked to investigate WHAT HAVE
WE HERE??

Chris Nicholes of Wagga Wagga Classic Motoring Club submitted this photo on Cootamundra
Matters Facebook. The photo is of five wedding cars - AUSTIN 1800s - set up across the road in front of
the Anglican Church, Cootamundra.

The wedding was for (the now deceased) John Gray and Trish Chambers (Sid Chambers youngest
daughter) .
The AUSTIN 1800 closest to the camera was driven by John Finucane. The next was John
Chambers’,
then Bill Tucker’s.
Drivers of the last two – not sure. Could be mates of John Gray.
All the above are well-known Cootamundra people.
The wedding would have been in the early 1970’s.
Information about this photo was extracted from John Finucane (Member Number 141).

MORE FOR SALE

FOR SALE: 1982 ZK 4.9 V8 FAIRLANE 177,000 original Kms. Rebuilt engine (non-matching numbers).
Immaculate condition – no expense spared Locally sold & owned. On Club Rego. $11,000 Ph Stuart 0400 285 927
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Remember in mid-April John Simp was sporting a bandaged hand? Here’s the story:
You know how easy it is for accidents to happen.
On Thursday morning before Easter I was making an adjuster part for the end of the ADVANCE/RETARD cable of
the Douglas’s magneto. -- on my newly purchased metal lathe.
While using the bench grinder’s wire buff to clean up a part I was holding in my left hand , the buff
grabbed the part, jamming the left hand index finger against the guard! OUCH!
Ripped a heap of skin off the finger. This was about ¾” long by ½” wide. Blood everywhere.
I always carry some band-aids and a clean hankie in the left hand pocket of my overalls.
Ever tried to get something out of a left hand pocket of your jeans with your right hand??
Well I finally got it out. And wrapped the finger up.
In the hurry to get to the Emergency Dept of Coota Hospital I had to first tie up my mate (a Jack Russell) who did not
want to co-operate until I called him some unprintable names. Then he meekly sat with his chain.
I finally headed off to the Emergency Dept for treatment.
The minister for home affairs was out shopping so was oblivious to my predicament
Till she came home and saw my dressed finger.
She’s a nurse, by the way. Always sympathetic to the distressed. But not sympathetic to her own!
-- Especially this theatre nurse of 57 years’ experience.
Next time playing with tools I’ll concentrate.. . . . There’s a lesson for all you restorers out there. Take care.
Follow the Covid-19 laws/rules and we will meet again at rallies, with our projects we are doing now, completed.
JOHN SIMPFENDORFER

Doug Wright of Harden passed away peacefully on Tuesday 12 th May 2020 at the Murrumburrah- Harden District Hospital.
The cremation was held at Wagga Wagga .
Paul Ballard’s 1980 PEUGEOT 504 GLD and Malcolm Chaplin’s 1950 JAGUAR Mk V represented C.A.M.C. at the
Copland Street Chapel.
(Doug’s ashes will be interred with his parents at the Northern Suburbs Memorial Gardens, Sydney.
A memorial service will be held in the Uniting Church Harden.)
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COMING EVENTS
Our usual Monthly Meetings are cancelled until further notice.
The Club Committee will meet to consider matters.

MAY
Sat 2

POSTPONED

Frank DeBritt Memorial Run - 1 p.m. at Retirement Village - Take a resident for a drive
And Afternoon Tea at the Stephen Ward Rooms, Cootamundra Library. Provide some eats. Postponed

JUNE
CANCELLED

Wagga Wagga JUNE RALLY -- This was to be the 53rd June Rally hosted by the Veteran & Vintage
Motor Club of Wagga Wagga -

Sat 6Sa
Mon 1

Wombat Swat -

the greatest rally in Southern NSW

Cancelled

Cancelled

Monthly Meeting : We think The Committee will meet in the President’s shed according to the
Covid-19 Rules, and Social Distancing. 7.30 p.m.
If you need to join in – phone Malcolm for a decision.

JULY
CANCELLED
Mon 6

Wagga Wagga SWAP MEET -

hosted by the Classic & Historic Automobile Club of Australia,

Wagga branch -- the biggest Swap Meet in the South!
Cancelled
Monthly Meeting -- Usually 8 p.m. at Harden - in the Uniting Church Hall.
Further Advice will be in the next Coota Hoota.

AUGUST
Sat 1

Wattle-Time Street Parade - Cootamundra

---

Wait and see.

A REPORT FROM SECRETARY
1. President of the Bush Council, Ray Ives, reports that Temora Antique Motor Club has volunteered to host next
year’s Annual Bush Council Rally - Friday 9th to Monday 12th April, 2021.
2. He reports that this year it is 50 years since a small group of enthusiastic country-based clubs got together to form
what is now the Council of Historic Motor Clubs. (Cootamundra Antique & Classic Motor Club was there.)
3. This year we will be celebrating this 50 years milestone at the Bush Council’s Half-Yearly Meeting
Saturday 24 October - which will be at Raymond Terrace in the Hunter area.
Planned is a dinner on the Saturday evening. Cartoonist Warren Brown is the guest speaker.
Delegates from affiliated clubs are expected. And bring as many club members as possible.
Some clubs will tour to this event in club cars; and stay a few days to look around the Newcastle area.
(Many years ago Noel Ritchie and Bill Teale took motor bikes to the Bush Council Annual Rally at Newcastle as
delegates to the A.G.M. of the Bush Council!)
4. Advise me if you are interested in being a delegate.
JOHN COLLINS

LETTER TO THE EDITOR - from Don Hart – (Don was President of C.A.M.C. - 2005 and 2006.)
Could you put in the Coota Hoota these FOR SALES:
FOR SALE:
A BETTER OFF-ROAD CAMPER TRAILER 2012 model, roll out kitchen, outside lighting, long rego, excellent condition,
spare tyre, gas bottle, front storage, annexe, deep cycle battery, electric brakes, Anderson plug.
$5000. O.N.O.
Also:
A GENTECH 2000 digital inverta generator 2 KVA $400
And:
A two person tent, 2 metal camp stretchers.
Two air-bed mattresses
Two gas stoves.
All as new : $300
Don Hart 6 Murray Street, COOTAMUNDRA 0427 432 684
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